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Fidelity Life Assurance - Half year results to 30 

June 2010 
Results Summary 

Fidelity Life Results Highlights $m

Net Premiums Income 2.941            

Underwriting Surplus 0.786            

(Loss)/Profit Before Tax 0.905            

(Loss)/Profit After Tax 0.893            

Key Ratios

Basic EPS (USc) 0.4035

PBV (x) 0.65              

PER (x) 6.94              

Retention Ratio

Net Claims/Net Earned Premiums 13.68%

Mgt Expenses/Net Earned Premiums 59.59%

Combined Ratio 112.00%  
Review of Operations 

Fidelity’s results goes a long way to show that the slow recovery 

in our economy affects industries and sectors in different ways 

while the fruits of timely rationalisation always sets others apart.  

The group’s revenues grew by 98% to $2,9m (setting them on 

course to achieve our full year target of $6,3m) for the six 

months to 30 June  2010 on the comparable half year period to 

30 June 2009 with FLA Zimbabwe accounting for $1,7m of the 

gross on the back of what management attributed to as a fairly 

stable operating environment in Zimbabwe that enabled 

planning with certainty and a consequent resurgence in a savings 

culture through insurance related products whilst Vanguard 

Malawi accounted for $1,2m. The group’s Balance sheet firmed 

by $4,0m to 19,7m on the back of a $2,7m receivables in the 

microfinance business.  
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Fidelity Investment portfolio

Property equities Money Market Unquoted Equities

 
The group’s individual life business reopened the Harare and 

Mutare branches is currently running with 24 agents whilst in 

the outlook period the Bulawayo branch is set to be 

reopened. The group’s combined ratio at half year stood at 

73% composed of claims ratio of 13.7% and an expenses ratio 

of 60%. The group is looking to strengthen their equities 

portfolio as this is one of the investment options that suites 

life assurance business. Development work on the 437 stands 

whose development plans have been approved is set to 

commence as the company moves to utilise 34ha of their 67 

ha land bank in Manresa. The development cost for these is 

expected to be around $300,000 - $500,000. As for the 

group’s operations in Zambia the group has resolved to wind 

down the operations. Going forwards the group’s focus will 

be on strengthening the microfinance business, streamlining 

their operations, strengthening underwriting capacity and 

commission restructuring. 

 

Value and Recommendation 

Assuming Fidelity maintains their H1 momentum on GWP and 

other income performance we project them to post a $6,3m 

GWP (3,2% shy of their forecasts) and $0,7m in other income 

for the year to post total revenues of 7,0m . Applying the 

F2009 operating profit margins of 38,8% should see the group 

posting a $2,7m operating profit. Their forecast 

comprehensive income should come up at $2,5m of which 

$0,7m will be attributable to the shareholders of the 

company. Applying a PER multiple of 8,10x (which is 14,73x 

discounted by 40%), we value Fidelity Life Assurance at 

$6,36m (5,8c) implying in excess of 100% upside potential at 

current prices of 2,8c. We believe Fidelity’s profitability is 

sustainable on the back of enviably streamlined operations 

and their participation on the money markets through their 
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and their participation on the money markets through their 

microfinance arm should act as a guarantee for good returns from   

other investments as they should always have a fallback should 

chips be down in either the money or equities market. It is our 

opinion that the projected returns are only but a starting point for 

Fidelity as they are strategically positioned as the only company 

selling life assurance in Zimbabwe and operating in a recovering 

economy were the populace is rediscovering the need for life 

assurance products. We believe that as the stock market recovers 

though in feats and starts the counter should easily trade at prices 

in the 4c to 4,5c range while attainment of full value will be 

greatly hinged on liquidity. At current prices of 2,8c and on the 

back of their solid financial performance we maintain a BUY 

recommendation on Fidelity. 

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 

 

Nicoz Diamond - Half year results to 30 June 

2010 
Results Summary 

Nicoz Diamond Results Highlights $m

Gross Premiums Written 8.322         

Net Premiums Written 5.688         

Earned Premiums 4.854         

Underwriting Profit/(Loss) (0.585)        

(Loss)/Profit Before Tax (1.109)        

(Loss)/Profit After Tax (0.530)        

Key Ratios

Basic EPS (USc) (0.13)          

PBV (x) 0.84           

PER (x) (11.54)        

Retention Ratio 68.30%

Net Claims/Net Earned Premiums 37.50%

Net Comm/Net Earned Premiums 15.40%

Mgt Expenses/Net Earned Premiums 59.10%

Combined Ratio 112.00%  
 

Review of Operations 

Though management lamented soft rates that obtaining in the 

market over the period under review the group’s GPW recorded a 

41% increase to $8,3m while NPW was 125% higher at $5,7m 

however their undoing was the 62% surge in management 

expenses to net earned premiums ratio and a 24% rise in claims 

ratio to 59% and 38% respectively. This saw the group attain an 

unpalatable combined ratio of 112% which consequently left the 

group in an underwriting deficit position of -$584,906 

representing a -251% drop from the prior year comparative.  The 

group’s balance sheet shrank 8.4% to $16,2m from their 

December 31 position.  Likewise the group’s NAV shrank 6,2% on 

the back of the loss to $10,0m. 

 

Buoyed by the recapitalisation that was carried out late F2009 

the group’s retention ratio was 43% up from the December 

2009 level at 68%. In terms of contributions to revenues the 

business mix was split 25.9% - Fire, 48.7% - Motor, 3.5% - Eng, 

11.6% - Accident, and 10.3% - Other. The group reduced their 

equities exposure to 32% while they increased their exposure 

to money market investments to 30% with the balance of 38% 

being investments in property. In the outlook period the 

group’s focus areas include improving their top line with 

particular focus on the premium incomes and managing 

claims through proper risk assessment and rating. The group 

also hopes to realign their investment portfolio and also 

control the operating expenses going forwards.   

 

Value and Recommendation 

 

NICOZ’s H1 performance is disappointing given the group 

recently came from a recapitalisation exercise that was meant 

to see the group’s underwriting capacity improve and 

consequently raise their profitability. Their underwriting 

capacity did improve as evidenced by the improved 68% 

retention ratio however the group needs to have a relook at 

their management cost structure so as to bring these to 

acceptable levels. While management’s focus include the 

controlling of operating expenses, it is still unclear what 

strategy the group will employ to contain the costs however 

whatever route they will take will most certainly have 

implications on the short to medium term profitability of the 

group.  For now we reserve a firm recommendation on Nicoz 

Diamond until such a time as and when we have a clearer 

picture on how the group intends to contain their costs. 

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 
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Zimre Property Investments - Half year results 

to 30 June 2010 
Results Summary 

 

Zimre Property Investments - Highlights $m

Revenue 1.209            

Portolio rents 1.015            

Total Income 1.610            

Operating Profit 0.739            

(Loss)/Profit Before Tax 0.402            

(Loss)/Profit After Tax 0.318            

Key Ratios

Basic EPS (USc) 0.019

PBV (x) 0.27              

PER (X) 30.22            

Rental Collections 75.00%

Average Yields 6.00%

Portfolio Voids 8.00%

Average rent per square metre 5.00$            

Combined Ratio 112.00%  
The group’s rental income in the half year period totalled $1,0m 

as the group operated on an improved rental collection rate of 

74% compared to the June 2009 collection rates of 65%.  Rentals 

continue to lag the regional averages with the group averaging $5 

per square metre as some of their tenants exhibited constrained 

capacity to pay. Though rental yields improved by 71% to 6% they 

remain lower than the regional comparable yields that range in 

the 10%-15% range, whilst liquidity constraints and depressed 

economic activity saw the saw voids rise to 8% compared to 7% in 

the comparable half year period to June 2009. The group’s 

balance sheet firmed to $37,5m having accounted for the profits 

whilst $24,7m were the investment property value. Their NAV also 

firmed marginally to $35,6m on the back of the profit for the 

period.  

 

In terms of the projects of the 136 Parklands stands whose 

development was completed in 2009 with an estimated value of 

$$1,6m disposal has since began  and $350,000 has been 

recovered at disposal prices aligned to market conditions. 

Development work has since started in phase one (52 stands) of 

the Rhodene (Masvingo) project targeting December 2011 as the 

completion date at a total cost of construction of $4,1m whilst the 

estimated disposal value of stands at $5,6m. In the outlook it is 

expected that future projects will be executed in line with market 

conditions however management were worry of the threat of 

depressed prices in the property markets that have seen a 

convergence of cost and value thereby stifling new projects. As 

rental rates remain depressed on the market the group continues 

to target projects and in particular stands development as they 

believe the majority of Zimbabwe’s populace would be 

comfortable with stands as the point of entry for owning property 

on the back of the slow economic recovery. 

 

Value and Recommendation, 

Based on the rental rates currently enjoyed by the group, they 

should make rental incomes of $2,72m. Applying rental yields 

of 8%, their rental properties should be valued at $34,0m. 

Adding $1m for the value of their un-serviced land, ZPI’s 

comprehensive value should be $35,1m (2,04c per share). 

Trading at a PBV of 0,27x and Market Cap/SQM (MC/SQM) of 

$139 (local peer average: $540/sqm), we believe the 2.04c 

target price is just but a starting point for ZPI given their 

average rental rates barely changed from those that were 

obtaining in the prior year and are generally lagging the local 

peers and let alone the regional comparatives. We therefore 

believe there is great upside potential of at least 300% in the 

counter. However their being on the US targeted sanctions list 

will continue to have a negative bearing on their value, 

though it is our belief that this should become a thing of the 

past with improving economic conditions. Long term investors 

could buy into ZPI now while the counter is trading at 

significant discounts we therefore maintain the STRONG 

BUY recommendation on them, 

Analyst: Phenias Mandaza 

 

Market Highlights 
The market ended the week under review in the red amidst 

thin trading. The industrial index lost -1.2% (-1.59pts) to 

131.43pts whilst the mining Index was -1.75% (2.34pts) at 

131.01pts. Values of trades tumbled 67% to $3.7m whilst all 

the values of trades remained concentrated in the top five 

counters which accounted for 62% of the total value trades 

for the week  

 

Lightweights Interfresh, Gulliver, and Phoenix led the weekly 

fallers after shedding -38%, -33% and -17% to 0.31c, 0.20c and 

2.5c respectively. Star afria anf Rio Zim completed the top five 

fallers list dropping 13% and 12% to 7c and 199c respectively. 

Other notable fallers included national and NMB that had 

identical 11%  losses to 80c and 0.80c respectively.  

 

The week’s top risers were led by Trust that surged 36% to 

0.95c whilst Pelhams garnered 25% in the wake of their AGM 

in the week under review to 0.20c. Regional banking group 

ABC were 24% gainers to 23c whilst Meikles and Nicoz capped 

the weekly top performers after similar 15% advances to 30c 

and 1.5c respectively 
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Weekly Trade Statistics and Winners & Losers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Events 
       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

All ShareTop Gainers

Counter Prices as at Prices as at % Change

27 August 2010 03 September 2010 Move for the week YTD Change

(US cents) (US cents) (US cents) (%) (%)

TRUST 0.70                     0.95                             0.25 35.71 0.00

PELHAMS 0.16                     0.20                             0.04 25.00 6.67

ABC 18.50                   23.00                          4.50 24.32 (7.50)

MEIKLES 26.00                   30.00                          4.00 15.38 (45.83)

NICOZ 1.30                     1.50                             0.20 15.38 (56.67)

INTERFIN 22.00                   25.00                          3.00 13.64 10.00

FALGOLD 4.00                     4.50                             0.50 12.50 (42.86)

TNH 0.80                     0.90                             0.10 12.50 (86.67)

DAWN 1.01                     1.10                             0.09 8.91 (15.83)

PGI 2.80                     3.00                             0.20 7.14 (65.00)

All ShareTop Losers

Counter Prices as at Prices as at % Change

27 August 2010 03 September 2010 Move for the week YTD Change

(US cents) (US cents) (US cents) (%) (%)

INTERFRESH 0.50                     0.31                             (0.19) (38.00) 25.00

GULLIVER 0.30                     0.20                             (0.10) (33.33) (50.00)

PHOENIX 3.00                     2.50                             (0.50) (16.67) 7.14

STAR AFRICA 8.00                     7.00                             (1.00) (12.50) (27.27)

RIOZIM 225.00                 199.00                        (26.00) (11.56) (13.46)

NATFOODS 90.00                   80.00                          (10.00) (11.11) (18.18)

NMBZ 0.90                     0.80                             (0.10) (11.11) 12.50

BARCLAYS 10.00                   9.00                             (1.00) (10.00) 25.00

M & R 22.00                   20.00                          (2.00) (9.09) 10.00

POWERSPEED 1.10                     1.00                             (0.10) (9.09) 22.22

Trade Statistics

Previous Current Change Change

Turnover Statistics Week Week US $ %

Market Turnover 11,404,360.23          3,724,502.30    (7,679,857.93)  -67.34%

Foreign Trades 6,822,546.95            6,822,546.95   -                      0.00%

% Foreign Trades In Turnover 59.82% 183.18%

Weeks Top ValueTraded Counters 

Counter Value Traded % Of Turnover

ECONET 1,015,657.34   27.27%

INNSCOR 454,802.92       12.21%

DELTA 413,332.17       11.10%

AICO AFRICA 218,420.73       5.86%

TSL 205,279.76       5.51%

Total 2,307,492.91   61.95%  
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Currencies 

 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg.com 

 

Upcoming Events 
  

 

Indices 

27 August 2010 03 September 2010 Change % Change YTD Change

(%) (%)

Industrial  Index 132.93 131.34 (1.59) (1.20) (13.52)

Mining Index 133.35 131.01 (2.34) (1.75) (29.72)  

27 August 2010 03 September 2010 Change % Change

Rand/USD 7.3673             7.2249                      (0.14) (1.97)

USD/Euro 1.2714             1.2839                      0.01 0.97

USD/Pound 1.5511             1.5412                      (0.01) (0.64)

Yen/USD 84.7315           84.3961                   (0.34) (0.40)  
 

 

Company Event & Place Date Time

Colcom Colcom Boardroom, 1 Coventry Road, 09-Sep 10.00am

Workington, Harare  
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Commodities 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Bloomberg.com 

Dividends 

 

 

 

 

 

Dual Listed Counters 

 

Dually Listed Counters 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

  

27 August 2010 03 September 2010 % Change YTD Change 

US$ US$ for week (%) (%)

Aluminium (US$/tonne) 2,006.00              2,105.00                     4.94 (4.66)

Brent Crude(US$/barrel) 73.08                    74.65                           2.15 (5.24)

Copper(US$/tonne) 7,225.00              7,625.00                     5.54 3.80

Gold(US$/oz) 1,234.60              1,251.60                     1.38 12.62

Lead(US$/tonne) 2,015.00              2,130.00                     5.71 (11.06)

Nickel(US$/tonne) 20,305.00            21,455.00                   5.66 16.10

Platinum(US$/oz) 1,528.00              1,555.00                     1.77 3.87

Silver(US$/oz) 18.89                    19.61                           3.81 14.54

Zinc(US$/tonne) 2,025.00              2,148.00                     6.07 (16.42)  

 

 

ZSE Price JSE Price Discount Discount JSE Price LSE Price

US cents US cents (US cents) (%) ZAR cents GBp

OLDMUTUAL 154.00      206.78        (52.78)      (25.53)      1,494.00    134.20         

PPC 333.00      401.67        (68.67) (17.10) 2,902.00    n/a  

Company Final/ Amount Record Payment Price as at Yield

Interim (USc) date date (%)

(Usc)

n/a
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Outlook 

 
There is fairly little on the corporate calendar for the upcoming week however if recent history is anything to go by 

and should anything come up from the companies we do not anticipate any impact on the market. We hold on to the 

notion that selective trading will continue to dominate as investors opt to invest in the counters whose fundamentals 

are undeniably sound. We believe that for that seeking value enhancement on the market the following list could 

help as a starting point: 

 

Top Picks 

Buy

Colcom Running profitably, business growing and have positive cashflows. Declared interim dividend as expected.

Dawn Trading at average PBV of 0,5x. Have strong diversified earnings potential in tourism and

 commercial properties. Risk l ies in properties being used to secure loans for African Sun

Delta Aim to double their supply in the financial year in a market  in which they are a virtual monopoly

Pearl Trading at average PBV of 0,5x. Regional average is 2x.

ZPI Trading at average PBV of 0,5x . Have strong mix of properties that can generate cash.

Have a big pool of undeveloped land-banks that can convert to business anytime.

Seedco Dominate local and regional seed market and growing strong in new regions.

ZHL Sum of interest in l isted companies higher than their market cap. Strong earnings potential if 

they successfully recapitalise all  business units.

Truworths Strong earnings potential. Trading at annualised PER of 6x

ABC Though risk l ies in retail  banking development prospects which could go either way in the environment

current economic environment, they are trading at low PER and PBV (3x and 0,4x). 

OK Strong earnings potential once credit l ines increase and local producers increase supply.

LT Buy

Aico Strong recovery play in Olivine and l int business while the seed business has potential to outdo its 

current good performance on the back of regional expansion.

PGI Exciting business model in a potentially lucrative building and all ied industry poised for growth as 

disposable incomes improve. Risk lies in potential dilution should a rights issue be considered in the 

$10m recapitalisation plan

Spec Buy

Old Mutual Room to make 15-25% profit from arbitrage.

PPC Room to make 15-25% profit from arbitrage.

Econet Dominating market share (62+%) and growing network coverage as well  as product range.  
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NOTES: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This document has been prepared by EFE Securities (Private) Limited (EFE), for the information of its 

clients. Although the statements of fact in this report have been obtained from sources that the company 

believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee their accuracy, and any such information may be incomplete 

or condensed. All opinions and estimates included in this report constitute the company’s judgment as of 

the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. The securities discussed and mentioned 

in this report may not be suitable for all investors. Investors must make their own investment decisions 

based on their specific investment objectives and financial position and using such independent advisors 

they believe necessary. This report is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or 

solicitation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security. EFE and any of the individuals preparing 

this report may at any time have a long and/ or short position in any securities of companies in this 

report. In addition EFE may from time to time perform investment banking or other services for, or solicit 

investment banking or other business from any entity mentioned in this report. EFE may at times buy and 

sell shares on an agency or principal basis to its clients. Shares may rise or fall and investors may end up 

with a reduced amount from their initial capital invested. Additional information on recommended 

securities is available on request. 


